
                                  
   

                                    Trimester One Project: American Revolution Trading Cards 
                                           “What’s Their Claim to Fame?” 

   PROJECT DUE DATE: Nov. 30/Dec. 1st 100 Total Points 
Project Description    

 To create baseball style trading cards for the important events, documents, and people of the  
 Revolutionary War.  
     Part 1. Pick your subjects       Due: 11/6 Points 20 pts 
 -Ten (10) Key People (including three women) 
 -Five (5) Key Events 
 -Five (5) Key Primary Documents  
 

     Part 2. Research and Rough Draft         5 paragraphs due 11/9  

 Write a paragraph for each trading card that includes the following: 5 paragraphs due 11/14 

 1. Dates and locations of importance     5 paragraphs due 11/16-17 

 2. Brief history         5 paragraphs due 11/ 28 
 3. Historical importance to the founding of the United States  
 

     Part 3. Create Your Trading Cards        Due November 30th/December 1st 

 Directions: 
 1. Look at sample baseball cards to get layout ideas.  
 2. Cut out twenty 4 x 6 inch pieces of tag board (index cards work great!). 

3. Draw a 3x2 inch rectangle on the front of the card. Place a picture of the person in the rectangle.  
You may use: 
 - any media -crayon -marker -colored pencil –borders –elegant fonts  
 Consider creating your artwork on a computer. Have fun playing with different ideas! 

  A. On the Front:  
- Type or write in ink the name of the event/document/person  

- Below or above the picture along with their “claim to fame.”  

  B. On the Back:  
 Type or write in ink a short history  

 Include: -Historical importance to the Founding of the United States  

    -Locations and dates where the historical events took place. 

      Part 4. Rank your cards 
Put your cards in the order of importance to the Revolutionary War.  

You may use: -Star systems -Point values -Batting averages –Other ideas? Be creative! 

Part 5. Create a Works Cited Card using MLA style to show your sources.  
 



                                  
   

 
Part 1.  Pick Your Subjects 
10 People    5 Events    5 Primary Documents  
1.      1.      1.      
2.      2.      2.      
3.      3.      3.      
4.      4.     4.      
5.      5.      5.      
6.      
7.       
8.       
9.       
10.       
 
Grading Rubric        

An Excellent Project will:  

1. Be the right size & shape & ink and in color.       _____ /5 points 

2. Includes illustration, name & “Claim to Fame”      _____/ 10 points 

3. Include dates & places, a brief history & historical importance.   _____/ 60 points 

4. Looks professional, done with obvious effort, WOW factor is evident!  _____/ 10 points 

5. Ranking system puts each card in order of importance     _____/ 5 points 

6. Works cited card is formatted in MLA style (no grade will be given without it).  _____/ 10 points 

               

         Total _____/100 Grade ______ 
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